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Abstract 
 
Novel technique for enhanced visual recognition of the landform features developed by 
spatial analysis on the digital terrain model (DTM) is proposed. The approach called 
“visibility simulation technique” is consisted form the following steps: (1) visibility 
calculation, (2) altering an azimuth and zenith angle (following the proposed algorithm), 
(3) generating continuous surfaces that indicate upper/lower views and relative relief, 
(4) visual recognition of morphological features by thematic and general cartography, as 
possible input for further modelling and phenomena detection. Modelling parameters 
are highly independent on the landform morphology where only the parameter of zenith 
angle needs some minor adjustments. An interesting application is generation of a 
comprehensive relative relief. An important auxiliary result considers improving of the 
DTM quality. The proposed technique was tested on the morphologically various 
terrains of Mars and demonstrated using a DTM produced from HRSC images of the 
Mars Express mission. 
Keywords: visibility simulation, relative relief, topography, digital terrain model, 
spatial analysis, visual recognition  
 

 
1 Introduction 
 
Selected areas on the Earth and especially on the Mars have been studied using DTMs 
produced from HRSC orthoimages (High Resolution Stereo Camera) on board of the 
European orbiter “Mars Express” mission of the ESA’s research programme “HRSC on 
Mars Express”. The HRSC data were in this case used from the orbit 266 with the 
central coordinates of 43°S, 95°W. The DTMs were derived in the course of a DTM test 
(Heipke et al., 2007). The resolution is 50 meters per pixel (the same as for 
orthoimages) covering the area of 45 km × 80 km (Figure 1). In the course of the Mars 
project the focus is on areomorphologic analysis and visualisation (i.e. relating to the 
morphology of Mars) by employing DTM data. 



 

 
 

Figure 1: Left is a HRSC orthoimage (iRGB channels), and right analytically shaded 
HRSC DTM (azimuth φ: 315°, zenith angle θ: 45°) in resolution of 50 m. 

 
2 Morphologic phenomena visualisation principles 
 
The visual recognition of morphologic features in the study is going to operate with the 
following topographic visualisations: (principally) thematic cartography and general 
cartography. The main aim of topographic thematic cartography is spatial exposal of the 
studied morphologic features and structures (Podobnikar, 2006; 2008a). As the result is 
the recognised features, the outputs can be delivered for the further numerical 
evaluation within spatial modelling. Characteristics of the proposed thematic 
cartography are: 

• morphologic features, structures and patterns are enhanced and recognised 
• visualisations are dependant on the particular studied feature (which features are 

in our interest?) 
• visualisations that need more explanation to the other users (with legends and 

descriptively) 
• visual recognition of particular errors allows improving of the DTM quality (e.g. 

Podobnikar, 2005) 
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• possible applications educational, for increasing public awareness on 
environmental studies, etc. 

General cartographic visualisation is more conservative with requiring standard 
topographical rules for the relief presentation as part of an appropriate abstraction of 
reality (Robinson et al., 1995; Lanius, 1999; Imhof, 2007). The appearances of landform 
visualisations are more naturalistic than by the thematic cartography. This makes 
possibility for combination with other cartographic visual resources as the complex 
topographical maps are combination of science and art. The cartographer selects only 
the information that is essential to fulfil the purpose of the map, and that is suitable for 
the selected scale. The map’s interpretation depends on a cognitive and semantic 
perception of the World, by cartographers on one side and users on the other side. 
Characteristics of the general cartographic visualisations are: 

• recognition of the morphologic features is not in a first plan 
• terrain presentation should fulfil the cartographic standards 
• image of topography should be instantly understandable for everyone 
• the developed techniques may be useful for improving of the topographic maps. 

 
3 Visibility simulation technique 
 
Visibility simulation technique can be used in number of applications for visual and 
possible automated recognition (e.g. Podobnikar 2008b). The following three 
parameters should be defined for the visibility analysis (see also Figure 2). The azimuth 
(φ) is defined within the value range of 0 and 360º with 0º indicating the northern 
direction. The zenith angle (θ) may be defined between 0° and 180°, where 0º is 
pointing to zenith, 90º to horizon, and 180º to nadir. The catchment radius is important 
parameter as well. The extension of the study areas for any visibility analysis should be 
carefully chosen, especially when the chosen parameter of zenith angle is around 90º 
(horizon). In this case the results may be affected by missing part of morphology around 
the edges (edge effect) of the study area. 

 



 
 

Figure 2: Visibility simulation technique where φ = azimuths, δ = azimuth interval, and 
θ = zenith angles 

 
The procedure for the visibility simulation technique (Figure 2) uses a DTM in a form 
of matrix or grid (as a digital elevation model) with a certain resolution (denotes the 
dimension of cell-grid) is: 
1. Calculate visibility from a central point of the particular grid cell in the DTM and 
assign the binary attributes: 

• 0, if the grid cell is not visible 
• 1, if the grid cell is visible 

The parameters and their ranges for visibility calculation are primary the following: 
• φ … azimuth [0°, 360°] 
• δ … azimuth interval (360°/n, where n is an integer value) 
• θ … zenith (vertical) angle [0°, 180°] 
• r … radius (∞) 

 
2. Repeat the visibility calculation for every grid-point of the DTM to produce a 
derivative binary grid Bφ {0, 1} applying certain parameters. 
 
3. To certify the isotropic processing continue calculation of the derivative binary grids 
Bφ by a sequence of azimuths φ (applying an appropriate azimuth interval δ), sum up Bφ 
to produce continuous grids according to: 

• upper views Uθ, and lower views Lθ as Σ(Bφ), where φ = {0º, δ, 2δ, 3δ, …, 360º 
- δ}, n = 360º/δ times (where the chosen δ = 5º, n = 72-times) and according to 
the chosen zenith angles 

• for Uθ: θ = {89º, 88º, 85º}, in interval [0, 72], and with corresponding values 
below the horizon 

• for Lθ: θ = {91º, 92º, 95º}, in interval [0, 72] 



 
4. Calculate enhanced continuous surfaces for every θ, what results to: 

• upper view: Σθ(Uθ), in interval [0, 288] 
• lower view: Σθ(Lθ), in interval [0, 288] 
• relative relief: Σθ(RRθ), in interval [–288, 288] 

 
The described procedure parameters are optimised considering shorten of the processing 
time and optimise the quality of outputs. Generally the increment interval δ for azimuths 
φ may be arbitrary changed, where larger increment intervals may cause less smoothed 
output. Also the vertical angles θ may altered where too many and to dense intervals my 
cause increasing uncertainty of the outputs. 
 
Presentation of the all visualisations is in grey casts for all of the basic descriptions of 
the visibility simulation technique (Figures 3 to 5). This kind of presentation is between 
the most objective when different parameters (related to θ and arithmetical operations 
between derived surfaces) are tested and applied. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Upper views Uθ, where θ = {89º, 88º, 85º}, on interval [0, 72]. Value 0 
denotes never visible areas, presented in black; value 72 denotes always visible areas, 

presented in white. 
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Figure 4: Lower views Lθ where θ = {91º, 92º, 95º}, on interval [0, 72]. Value 0 denotes 
never visible areas, presented in white; value 72 denotes always visible areas, presented 

in black. 
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Figure 5: Relative reliefs RRθ = Uθ – Lθ, where θ = {89º/91º, 88º/92º, 85º/95º}, on 

interval [–72, 72]. Value –72 denotes lowest areas or depressions (always visible areas 
for L and never for U), presented in black; 0 denotes large flat areas (always visible for 

U and L) or just transitional areas in U and L, presented in grey; value 72 denotes 
highest or exposed areas (always visible areas for U and never for L), presented in 

white. In case where θ = 89º/91º, many details are recognised. 
 
4 Conclusions 
 
The main task of this study was to develop and testing the algorithm that we called 
“visibility simulation technique”. The applied part was detection and recognition of 
some morphologic features on the Mars planet using a HRSC DTM. The visibility (or 
shadow) simulation is an unconvential but relatively simple technique that was 
developed for various visualisation purposes and for the numerical modelling. The basic 
technique comprises the following steps: (1) visibility calculation, (2) altering an 
azimuth and zenith angle (following the proposed algorithm), (3) generating continuous 
surfaces that indicate upper/lower views and relative relief, (4) visual recognition of 
morphologic features by thematic and general cartography as possible input for further 
modelling and phenomena detection. The outputs of this technique are various 
visualisations or maps to be analysed, but in this paper are in a higher detail described 
relative relief. 
 
The main advantages of the outputs of this proposed technique are: they are not subject 
matter to particular azimuth, they show a very high level of morphologic detail, the 
applied parameters are robust for almost any type of terrain, and they simulate a natural 
impression of the terrain (similarly as analytical shading and height-coding). The most 
promising results are in combination of the selected techniques that can be applied in 
many applications. The important role of this study was to develop simple techniques, 
but as much as possible effective. In the future, more comprehensive combination based 
on visual simulation technique are planned to introduce some other effects important 
either for detection of the morphological features in GIS or enhance the cartographic 
visualisation of Mars, Earth or any other spatial surface. 
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